
GIRLS FORGOT TO REMOVE THE
CAN FROM THE BEANS

Carrie Belzer and Susan-Sheaha- n,

pretty sixteen-year-ol- d- high- - school
gMs, 943 W. Harrison street, faced
charges of malicious mischief in po-

lice court tiiday because they show-SPe- 'd

policemen with catsup and vege-feble- s.

'"''"We're undressing; you can't come
in," they shouted from a second-flo- or

window, when Sergeant Wyman and
Patrolman Fahey'sought their arrest
for throwing a brick through a gro
cery store window.

The coppers looked" up. A pint of
catsup closed the sergeant's eyes. A
can of beans ruined Fahey'S uniform.
They called the patrol
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DIARY OF FATHER TIME

Much space was given in the news-
papers recently to the report of a
successful pose-buildi- operation.
The' art of grafting a nose on a hu-
man face is by no means a new mar-
vel in surgery. I remember a family
of skilled surgeons who lived in Italy
about 400 years ago, who made a
specialty of performing this opera-
tion. Indeed, I have known it to have
been performed several centuries be-
fore, "that by cruder methods.

Frequent duels in those days were
the causes of many noses being lost
bn damaged and specialists in nose--,

grafting grew rich. Among the first
who gained fame for the restoration
of noses was the Vianeo family. The
method used by those surgeons was
to detach a flap of skin and flesh from
the arm, cut in the form of a nose,
and apply it where the lost append-
age had been. When the parts had
grown together the edges were trim-
med up and often the resulting nose
was better looking than'that origin-
ally provided by nature.

of skin from people other than
the victim was not done on account
of the length of time they would have
to be tied together, the operation
tfikmg2ifIonths or more.
- The artificial TM)ses endured with

difficulty in severe feather and,
when first put on, it was very neces-
sary to guard against having them
pulled, as they were liable to be pull-

ed entirely off.
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ADVENTURES OF MR. MOUSE
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Bessie Kasmosk, 14, 8411 S. Mor-
gan st., died from burns received
Jan. 6.


